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159TH AAS MEETING, BOULDER, COLORADO
35.02
Hasses and Evolution Stages of Globular
Cluster Population II Cepheids. A. N. COX, and S. P.
- CLANCY, L08 Alamos National Laboratory - Population II
stars in the evolutionary stage on the asymptotic giant
branch appear first as BL Herculis variables, and then
at a later evolution stage, at periods longer than 10
days, as W Virginis variables. For some of these population II stars with known periods and at least approximate colors, pUlsation masses can be obtained. Homogeneous stellar envelope models with 0.4, 0.5, 0.55, 0.65,
and 0.75 He have been constructed using the King Ia (Y =
0.299) composition for the outer few percent of the mass
which comprises at least 95% of the radius. Theoretical
H-R diagrams with the blue edge and lines of constant
period have been constructed for these masses and this
composition. With the use of the mean periods of the
globular cluster RR Lyrae variables as a luminosity indicator, individual log L/Le values can be obtained for
the BL Herculis variables in w Cen (5), and HI5 (I), in
the Oosterhoff group II and MI4 (2) of Oosterhoff group
I. Also, luminosities can be found for the W V~rginis
variables ip w Cen (2), H2 (3), and H15 (I) (Group II)
and H3 (1), M5 (2), and MI4 (3) (Group I). Using only
these periods and·the individual luminosities, these
stars can be plotted on the theoretical H-R diagrams.
The BL Her stars seem to fit best on the 0.65 He H-R
diagram with an uncertainty of about 0.1 He' Pulsation
masses using the colors directly will be reported for
both the BL Her and W Vir stars. These W Vir stars,
however, require blue loops from'the asymptotic giant
branch at log L/L ~ 3 contrary to current evolution
theory for these ~ow mass helium shell flashing stars.

35.03
Radii and Masses of Classical Cepheids.
W. GIEREN, Ph sics De artment, 'Universidad de los
Andes, Bogota, Colombia.- S,multaneous UBV RI KC
photometric and photoelectric radial velocity
observations of 15 Cepheids have been used to derive the radii of the stars by the maximum likelihood method of Balona (1977, H.N.R.A.S. 178, 231).
A new period-radius relationship for log P < 1 is
constructed from these radii, and its slope is
found to agree closely with the value of 0.70 derived by, Cogan (1978, Ap. J. 221, 635), using
theoretical ar9uments.
Comparison of theoretical, pulsation and Wessel ink
radius masses of the Cepheids show that theoretical
and pulsation masses are basically In agreement,
with a scatter about Hp I/MTh = 1 being significantly lower than that founH by Cox (1979, Ap. J. 229,
212). However, the data indicate that pulsation
masses might become increasingly smaller than
theoretical masses towards longer periods. The
discrepancy between theoretical and Wessel ink radius
masses pers ists, the Mw
being '" 20% sma 11 e'r
than theoretical masses If homogeneous model Qo
values are used. Howevp.r, the scatter of Wessel ink
radius masses is much reduced in comparison to Cox
(1979) .
Introduction of helium enriched surface layers, as
proposed by Cox et al. (1977, Ap. J. Letter's, 214,
L127), alleviate slightly the Wessel ink 'radius mass
discrepancy, but the agreement between theoretical
and pulsation masses seems to be slightly better
if homogeneous model Qo values are preferred.
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35.04
Experimental Envelope Models for Cepheids.
N.R. SIMON, U. Neb.-Lincoln. Numerical experiments are
conducted with a view toward constructing Cepheid models
which satisfy observational and theoretical constrafnts.
Pulsation analysis is performed in the linear theory.
Radiative models are studied, as well as those in which
the H-zone is spread in a manner that mimics the effect
of mixing-length convection. When the influence of convection on pulsation is examined in two artificial limits, adiabatic and isothermal, the former is found to be
unsatisfactory, the latter tentatively acceptable. FOllowing the results of earlier investigations, we test
the effect of opacity on pulsational period ratios. It
is found that an approximate doubling of the envelope
opacity for temperatures ~ 10 5 K seems sufficient (this
work is still in a preliminary stager-to satisfy observational constraints with otherwise normal evolutionary
models in both the double mode and bump Cepheid domains.
This work is supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant # AST 8105064.

35.05
UBVR Photometry ot: the Hyades Lower Main
Sequence. G.L. GRASDALEN, Unjversity of Wyomjng.
Our knowledge of main sequence stars of very low
luminosHy comes largely from combining data on
nearby Mdwarfs. Hansen (1975, A.J. 80, 379) in
his study of the convergent point of the Hyades
cluster included a large number, of faint (V- 15-17
~9.) staTs. The membership of these stars in the
Hyades cluster was based entirely on their proper
motions. It clearly is of importance to the convergent point solution to verify that-the stars are
members of the Hyades cluster. Using the computer
controlled photometer on the 2.3m WIRO telescope
we have obtained UBVR photometry of these stars.
The colors of the~e stars define a_narrqw main
$equence that extends the Hyades main sequence
smoothly to V - 17 (M - 14). This cluster
main sequence is compKred to the main sequence
deduced from parallax observations.

35.06

f?e

Determinations for Globular Clusters

B.C. JOHNSCN , CFA aili'l B.P. FLI\l!IERY, CRIrElUrE. We
describe a statIStical procedure to CCJIilBre models of

stellar evolution am atmospheres with color magnitude
diagrams of globular clusters. The technique allcws us
to determine model pa(ameters, am their, uncertainty,
am to assess goodness of fit. The statistic measures
the deviations of the observed stars fran a theoretical
isochrooe. To ~ove the fit we adjust five
.
parameters: distarx::e modulus, age, metallicity, helilin
abundance, am mixin;J len;Jth. In practice, all five
cannot be determined reliably sin'llitaneously, since the
shape of the isochrooe does not vary in' an independent,
distinctive manner as each parameter changes.
We apply the method to extensive data for NOC 6752
am MS, am to smaller sets for the (Samage) clusters
M3, MS, MIS, am M92. We determine age am distance
JOOdulus for assumed helium abundances, Y=O.2,0.3, with
C(=1.0, am the metallicity given by other techniques.
We find ages generally younger by 2-3 billion years than
those reported by Demarque, am oo-workers, or by
Carney. However, the age depems strongly on the adopted
metallicity.
Most importantly, we find that two uncalibratable ,
SCllrces of systematic error make the results suspect.
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